Head-tail interactions in numerical simulations of reentry in a ring of cardiac tissue.
The relationships between action potential duration (APD) and conduction velocity (CV) to the previous diastolic interval (DI) are known as the APD and CV restitution relationships. There is considerable debate regarding the importance of these relationships in the development and stability of reentry. The purpose of this study was to increase the understanding of the ionic basis for restitution during reentry. APD and CV were studied numerically during one-dimensional reentry as ring length (L) was shortened. A three-state variable model (u, v, w) was used to analyze the effect of gating variables of the fast (v) and slow (w) currents on the spatial and temporal dynamics of transmembrane potential (u). Three parameter sets were used corresponding to three APD and CV restitution curves. Sustained spatial oscillations of APD and CV larger than the ring length were observed in two of the parameter sets (cytochalasin-D model [CYTO] and model 3 [M3]) before block occurred at L = 6 cm. The last model (diacetyl monoxime [DAM]) resulted in uniform APD and CV for all L until block occurred at L = 3 cm. Multivalued APD and CV restitution relationships due to "dephasing" of w and v with DI were observed in M3 and CYTO simulations. Overall, these dynamics could be explained by the wavelength-to-ring length ratio and the sensitivity of APD on the value of the gating variables w and v. Propagation stability is mostly controlled by APD sensitivity to w, but the APD restitution slope does not always reflect this sensitivity. The interaction of the dynamic history (i.e., memory) of the fast and slow currents and electrotonic effects resulted in multivalued restitution curves.